Learn to Read the Bible in Hebrew with El Shaddai Ministries

This is a user-intensive way to learn Biblical Hebrew, requiring many hours of difficult concentration. It isn’t easy…but it works.
Start with memorizing the consonants and vowels on the Hebrew Alphabet Chart on the previous page.
Hebrew doesn’t have a lot of pronunciation exceptions like English (bough, tough, cough, through).
Consonant-vowel combinations in Hebrew usually keep the same pronunciation.
Hebrew reads from right to left.
Free
www.blueletterbible.org (L)
shows Genesis 1.1, with the
English and Hebrew.
Click on:
You can listen to the Hebrew
root words by clicking the
speaker icon.
Not So Free
I highly recommend Dr. Danny
Ben Gigi’s Hebrew–English
Phonetic Bible, available
through the bookstore at
www.elshaddaiministries.us
Dr. Danny Ben Gigi is a native
Israeli Hebrew speaker who
taught biblical Hebrew at
Arizona State University
for 15 years and started
www.hebrewworld.com
Dr. Ben Gigi’s transliteration
assures that you get the best
Hebrew pronunciation.
Here’s how his Hebrew-English
Bible looks on my iPad:

I do not recommend trying to read Dr. Ben Gigi’s Bible
on a smart phone, since their screens are so small.
It’s hard to constantly swipe back and forth for
left-to-right English and right-to-left Hebrew.

Reading Hebrew
The 2nd Hebrew word is  ב ָָּּראba-ra. Alphabet Chart:  ָָּּבis bet “b” plus vowel “ah,” ba.  ָּראis reish “r” plus the “ah” vowel again, and the letter
 אaleph is silent. So this syllable is pronounced ra. Put it all together and  ב ָָּּראis pronounced ba-ra.
With either the Blue Letter Bible or Danny Ben Gigi’s Bible, that’s how you read Hebrew.

Root Words
 ב ָָּּראis also a root word. Hebrew root words are normally masculine, singular, past tense verbs. So the root  ב ָָּּראmeans “He created.”
Hebrew may add several prefixes and suffixes to roots words, and so one Hebrew word may translate into several English words.
See how the 1st word, שית
ִׁ  ב ְֵּראbe-re-sheet, with prefix  ְָּּבbe “in” means “In the beginning” with  ֵראשִׁ יתfrom the root ר ֹאש, to shake.
You can discover this by clicking through the links in either the Blue Letter Bible or the Olive Tree NKJV with Strong’s.
Search the web for the Handy-Dandy Hebrew Grammar Chart by Scott Madden for a guide to prefixes and suffixes.
Another Tool
If you want to look up root words without being on-line, you can download the Olive Tree app to your tablet.
The New King James Version with Strong’s allows you to look up root words by tapping on the word.
Here’s what the NKJV Strong’s looks like on my iPad (the page turns gray when Strong’s is on):
Other Tools
Google Translate is a free and fun on-line
resource with keyboard, camera, and
microphone input. Google how to
input Hebrew with your device.
Olive Tree has a BHS Parsed Hebrew Bible
which shows grammar for each word.
Zev Clementson’s Hebrew Bible app
(Apple only) displays Hebrew and
English, plus Strong’s.
Pimsleur is the best for conversational Hebrew
and often has sales on their three levels.
Fellowship
There is no substitute for studying with others.
Join a Hebrew Torah group or start your own.
Studying together is a huge encouragement.
Write me with any questions:

Peter
peterthalhofer@gmail.com

